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INTRODUCTION + OBJECTIVES
─
Many studies have reviewed the impact of prone positioning’s benefits 

for respiratory function; however, less is known about pressure 

injuries (PIs) due to proning.

• Many patients with COVID-19 received prone positioning to treat hypoxia. 

• While proning could increase survival, patients are at higher risk of developing PIs. 

• Critically ill patients are at increased risk of developing PIs when mechanically 

ventilated (MV) and proned – this includes facial structures due to medical 

devices, immobility, infrequent repositioning, and illness severity.

Primary objective:

To summarize available evidence related to prevalence and location of facial PIs in 

mechanically ventilated proned patients in the ICU



METHODS
─

• Narrative review: MV patients exposed to prone positioning with facial PIs

• Search: Fourie et al.1 review for primary studies; PubMed, EMBASE, and AMED 

up to January 24, 2022

• Search terms: [“pressure injury” OR “pressure ulcer”] AND [“prone” OR “proning”]

• Data synthesis and analysis: Study and patient data summarized using 

descriptive statistics

Figures adapted from Yu et al.2 Figure from: https://oska.uk.com/pressure-
ulcer-prevention-in-the-prone-position



RESULTS
─

Facial PIs due to proning: N=13 studies; 2,959 patients enrolled; 1,663 proned 



RESULTS
─

*COVID-19 study; NR=not reported; †Reported presence of facial PIs (n=2, proned 

arm); ‡Reported presence of facial PIs (n=208, proned arm); §Reported only presence 

of facial PIs (cheekbones), proned arm; number not reported

Location of facial PIs (8/13 studies reporting)

Table. Patients and facial PI reporting



CONCLUSIONS + NEXT STEPS
─

• The available data demonstrate a lack of consistent and universal reporting about 

facial PIs in MV proned patients.

• Consistent reporting of prevalence, location, and total number of facial PIs is 

needed to inform practitioners working with this patient population.

• In resource-strained ICUs, it is essential to target strategies to optimize facial PI 

prevention.

Long term goal: To develop quality initiatives in the ICU around interdisciplinary 

proning practices and wound prevention interventions
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